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Borders within. Tourism growth, migration and
regional polarization in Baja California Sur (Mexico)
Alba Gamez and Manuel Angeles1*

Abstract: Tourism in Baja California Sur (BCS, in the Baja California Peninsula in Northern
Mexico) can be understood as an example of the internationalization of the services sector and the
integration of relatively isolated regions to the processes of the global market, particularly that of
the United States. The success of the Los Cabos corridor (between San Jose del Cabo and Cabo San
Lucas in the southernmost tip of BCS), as one of the most dynamic tourist spaces in Mexico, has been
central to this trend in the state. Subscribing to a flexible understanding of borders (Brunnet-Jailly
2005) that goes beyond geographical boundaries, this growth has implied a restructuring of intra and
interregional interaction patterns not just in Los Cabos but in the whole state. International tourism
has fostered internal borders in BCS, due to the enclave nature of tourism growth as expressed by
increasing investment concentration, income inequality, and social exclusion. This article analyzes
the effects and perspectives of a tourism growth that is tightly related to the US market, has changed
demographic patterns locally, and has increased opportunities for BCS, even though the growth has
also made BCS more vulnerable to negative external impacts, including environmental deterioration,
intraregional economic disparities and social exclusion. The text is divided into three sections: the
first addresses the economic importance of tourism internationally and for Mexico; the second part
highlights the most recent patterns in the sector’s performance in BCS, to which Los Cabos as the
state’s most important tourist destination is crucial; and the third reflects upon the relationship
between growth and development as they are linked to tourism in the region. A call is made about the
need to reconsider how to sustain growth while changing the development of negative tourism-related
patterns, a concern that government officials, private investors and the local community should share
and act upon.

Introduction
The study of the tourism sector can be approached in a variety of ways; however, the attention
placed on tourism as, in the words of Flankin and Crang (2001), an “economic thing” has
raised criticisms about the narrowness of the scope and the unattended possibilities of study
provided by this complex phenomenon. This is because tourism comprises a vast array of
processes that involves not only economic factors, but also social, environmental, cultural,
institutional, and psychological elements and interrelationships that are not always taken
into account or analyzed in a systematic way. Many times these factors derive from the
frequent cultural clashes between the local population and visitors. By not considering these
other influences, important explanations that could help the general objective of attaining
development, for instance, are left behind.
Although in this paper tourism is mainly dealt with as an “economic thing”, because it
focuses mostly on tourist inflows and infrastructure and does not include cases or analyses
on its cultural or social manifestations, it seeks to call attention to the need to reconsider
the pattern of tourism growth in Baja California Sur (Mexico) in order to avoid and revert
economic and social polarization. Using Los Cabos as the type of tourist destination being
promoted in the state, the questions posited here are: What are the perspectives for such
a development strategy in BCS? Since economic and social interactions heavily rest on
exchanges with foreigners, how is this strategy affecting social life and the possibilities for
* Profesores-investigadores, Departamento de Economía
Universidad Autónoma de Baja California Sur, Carretera al Sur Km. 5.5
Col. El Mezquitito La Paz, BCS CP 23080, México | +52 (612) 121 03 34 | agamez@uabcs.mx
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Between Borderlands and Bioregionalism:
Life-Place Lessons along a Polluted River
Perlita R. Dicochea*

Abstract: Considered one of the most polluted rivers in North America, the New River, overlapping
the desert border region of Baja California and Southern California, symbolizes neglect, uneven
development, and struggle for residents who live nearby. Ranging between their mid-30s and mid60s, the twelve men and women whose interviews are the focus of this analysis demonstrate the process
by which they have come to distance themselves from, yet, relate to the New River. Facilitated by
a bioregional vision and borderlands scholarship, I propose that the process of detachment from the
toxic river is possible because of an existing degree of binational, bioregional consciousness and lifeways articulated by individual respondents. Indeed, ecological crises such as the toxic New River and
subsequent human disconnection from the environment contextualize much of bioregional scholarship
and activism. In the face of ecological crisis, how has the New River pollution problem shaped
the way individual border residents conceptualize and relate to their environment? How might
border thinking inform the sense of place and ecological awareness articulated by the individuals
interviewed?
I contend that the sense of loss and despair among all of the respondents in this study, while an
indication of the negative impacts of river pollution on community health, also signifies the
characterization of a social problem. The very act of naming the problem of the contaminated river
means that its current state has yet to become a normalized, accepted, or invisible disposition.
Indeed, respondents indicate a fragmented and transregional sense of place. From a collection of
individual border residents’ perspectives and experiences, I extrapolate the possibilities for bioregional
reinhabitation, or reconnecting with the environment, through problem-naming and increased public
participation as crucial steps toward environmental sustainability.
“…We are not getting justice…we want domestic tranquility. But how can we
have domestic tranquility if we have this monster in our city? This monster
that doesn’t let us grow, doesn’t let us work on it. We can’t put roads or parks.
It gives us bad odors. I’m sure somebody has gotten sick from it…A scientist
won’t put their finger in it.” Juan Martínez, Imperial Valley resident (2005)
Descripción de MEXICALI: Una nube de polvo…un rio de cagada…y un
calor de la chingada!
Description of MEXICALI: A cloud of dust…a river full of crap…and a heat
from hell! (T-shirt design 2002)

Introduction
The New River, a central artery of the binational Salton Sea watershed, which overlaps the deserts
of Mexicali Valley, Baja California, and Imperial Valley, Southern California, is considered
one of the most polluted rivers in North America. For the respondents in this essay, the New
River symbolizes neglect, uneven development and daily struggle. Residents of both sides of the
border are hyper-aware of the water crisis—some cope with humor, as indicated by the message
T-shirt referring to Mexicali’s river “full of crap,” while others exude despair, evident in Juan’s
characterizing of the river as a debilitating monster. Bioregionalism and borderlands thought
have a great deal to offer in contextualizing narratives about the New River and addressing how a
degraded binational watershed impacts the sense of place of border dwellers.
* Assistant Professor, Santa Clara University, Ethnic Studies Program,
500 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA 95053-0632
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Cultural Production and Negotiation of Borders:
Introduction to the Dossier
Guest-editors: Johan Schimanski and Stephen Wolfe*

Abstract: The cultural production of borders can be as read as referring to part of the economy, as an
aesthetic site of creativity and border negotiation, and a cultural factor in the bordering process. The
need to understand these cultural dimensions of borders and borderlands has lead to interdisciplinary
interest in narratives, aesthetic forms, and cultural memory. Border poetics and related forms of
spatial poetics can provide fruitful approaches to specific literary texts, films and other artworks, as
well as to bordering in general. This special dossier for the Journal of Borderlands Studies presents
papers from the 2008 ABS European conference in Kirkenes, which had “Cultural Production and
Negotiation of Borders” as its theme and which brought together a wide range of researchers from
both the social sciences and the humanities, raising questions about the role of culture in borderlands
and also focusing on borders in Sub-Arctic Europe. The following selection of papers addresses films,
poetry, novels and cultural heritage connected to specific topographical borderlands.

Cultural production and negotiation
As philosopher Jacques Derrida reminds us, the word culture derives from a word having to do
with farming. One of the founding figures of cultural studies, Raymond Williams, goes a step
further when he tells us that in English the word’s development is related to that of a similar
word, coulter, meaning a ploughshare (Williams 1976, 77); an implement used to divide the
earth.1 Both Derrida and Williams were sceptical about a unitary conception of culture; Derrida
specifically asks us to shift our focus to a conception of culture based around difference, division
and borders (Derrida 1992, 7-11). The image of agricultural production through ploughing
is however particularly apt in a description of a world of culture(s) often criss-crossed by and
criss-crossing very material borders and borderlands. It appears that culture thrives in dialogue
with these borderlands, as the current crop of films, literary texts and artworks dealing with
borderlands shows.
This is our first argument in making this special dossier for the Journal of Borderlands Studies:
that borderlands are places of cultural production, and that in a very economical sense,
borderlands can be the origins of many different forms of culture. This also goes for culture
produced in the national or imperial metropoles, which may also use the border as a motif
or metaphor. This is a reading of cultural production as a quantifiable form of capital at the
intersection of art, media and society.
Our second argument is that in order to understand how this works, we must read the concept
of cultural production not just as the production of culture, but also as production through
culture. Culture can be a creative and performative force in the activity of bordering; it is a
site of creation, also in the context of borderlands. People engaged in cultural production can
negotiate borders by providing new visions of what they may be, or even of what borders should
not or cannot be. Their cultural and aesthetic practices can disrupt expectations of what borders
are, through the creation of imagined and imaginary borderlands.
Alongside these economical and what we would designate as aesthetic understandings of the
term cultural production, there is of course a third, more general understanding gradually
* Johan Schimanski, Department of Culture and Literature
University of Tromsø, NO-9037 Tromsø, Norway | +47-77644231 | johan.schimanski@uit.no
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Roman Borders and Contemporary Cultural Criticism
Timothy Saunders*

Abstract: This article takes as its starting point the observation that several of the most common terms
used in contemporary cultural criticism – terms such as delimit, define and, indeed, term itself – a)
derive from Latin; and b) invoke notions of the border. On this basis, it then sets out to excavate some
of the ancient Roman foundations of the borders we continue to encounter and assert each time we
as critics venture out to patrol the cultural realm. Taking the poems of arguably the most important
classical Roman poet of them all, Publius Vergilius Maro (Virgil), as its primary archaeological
resource, it illustrates how for the Romans too the borders of such things as farms, empires, concepts,
laws and literature were all inextricably interlinked, as well as how they were variously produced,
negotiated, and, as their linguistic traces in modern languages such as English also suggest, how they
might continue to inform modern debates about culture in general and borders in particular.
When we talk about cultural activity, and certainly literary activity, the language we use
is very often full of spatial metaphors. That is to say, cultural criticism has a pronounced
tendency to treat culture as if it were a realm, an area of space, which the individual work of
art variously enters, inhabits and explores, and the map of which it as a consequence frequently
redraws. When, for instance, we state that one work has influenced another – as, perhaps,
Claude Lorrain’s Landscape with Merchants (c.1630) might be said to have influenced Richard
Wilson’s Llyn Peris and Dolbadarn Castle (1755-60) – we treat each of these works as if they
were themselves made of water, the first of which has flowed into the latter. We speak, that is, as
if Claude’s Mediterranean bay has actually spilled over the edges of its canvas and washed up
against the shores of Wilson’s Welsh lake. And the reason why we come to express ourselves in
such evocatively topographical terms whenever we use the English word influence – or, indeed,
several of its equivalents in other European languages – is that it derives ultimately from the
Latin influens, which means, quite simply, “flowing into”.
Speaking of derivations, the act of labelling a work derivative similarly reorganises the cultural
realm into this kind of network of seas, rivers and streams, although in this case it places
that work somewhat further down the cultural scale. For as its roots in the Latin de, meaning
“down” or “away from”, and rivus, meaning “stream”, suggest a derivative work is one that draws
off a stream from a much more important watercourse and then uses that stream to irrigate its
own, ultimately less significant, patch of cultural ground.
What these two terms influence and derivation illustrate, then, is the claim I made at the outset:
that several of the most prominent and familiar terms of cultural criticism characterise cultural
activity as if it involves the production and negotiation of space. But there is something else
these two words exemplify as well and it is this that provides the focus for the pages to follow:
namely, how this same terminology, with its attendant set of spatial metaphors, often comes
down to us from Latin and how the spatialising vocabulary of contemporary cultural criticism
promises to constitute, to this extent at least, yet another manifestation of our Roman heritage.
Whether this really matters or not will depend to a considerable degree on whether this Roman
heritage really does continue to inform contemporary critical practice. It is by no means my
intention to try to settle this question here, but I do think it could be useful all the same to
explore a few vestiges of this heritage and to raise the possibility, if nothing else, that the cultural
realm which our critical vocabulary instantiates, identifies and reflects, and which we as critics
* Department of Culture and Literature University of Tromsø
NO-9037 Tromsø, Norway | timothy.saunders@uit.no
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Cultural Boundaries and Intercommunication
in Two Films from the North-West Of Russia
Tatjana Kudrjavtseva*

Abstract: This article discusses two recent films devoted to the borderland regions of North-West
Russia: Island (Ostrov 2006 ) and Cuckoo (Kukushka 2002). In the first film, the borderland to
the White Sea and to the inhabitable is the site of a Christian monastery. People go there on semilegal pilgrimages in order to obtain definitive answers to their problems. The Northern borderland
acquires a holy and cathartic status in this film. The second film, by contrast, deals in particular
with the problem of miscommunication between representatives of three different nations, a Russian,
a Finn and a Sami, who are accidentally brought together by the ever shifting boundaries between
enemies in World War Two. They are unable to communicate their essential identities, the kind
of identities Island seeks, but find their own way of non-verbal communication, friendship and
romance. The Northern borderland in this film is therefore a space of both humour and mutual
generosity. By applying a broadly conceived cultural-historical approach to these films, rather than
one based primarily in film studies, this article will explore both the reasons for and the effects of
these contrasting representations of Russia’s North-Western borderlands.
This article looks at two recent Russian big-screen movies that depict borderland areas in or
around the North-West of Russia: Island (Ostrov 2006) by Pavel Lungin and Cuckoo (Kukushka
2002) by Aleksandr Rogozhkin. Island was shown as the closing film at the Cannes festival in
the year it was released and in Russia it received several prizes in the national counterpart to
the Oscars, including those for best director and best lead actor. In 2007, it was chosen as the
best Christian film of the year. Cuckoo, meanwhile, received several prizes at the 2002 Moscow
International Film Festival, one of them being for best director. It was also shown and awarded
prizes at a number of other international film festivals. The high acclaim given to both these
films indicates a growing interest and investment at the very centre of social, political and
cultural activity in Russia, as well as among the viewing public, in the production of borderland
images. In my discussion of these films, I shall address each of the themes their representations
of borderlands and border figures raise through reference to the most recent of them, Island,
first. In this way, I hope to illustrate more clearly how the present-day configuration of Russia’s
North-Western border regions tends in many respects to mark a break from, rather than a
simple continuation of, their configuration just five years earlier.
In spite of the fact that both these films are set in the North-Western borderlands and both are
motivated by events that take place in the course of World War Two, they differ in genre: Island
is a sincere representation of religious belief (so sincere, perhaps, that it could be charged with
rendering that belief banal, as argued by Lipovetskij 2007) and it has even been classified as a
form of religious vita (Remizova 2007). Cuckoo, meanwhile, has been defined both as a saga
(by the director himself, Rogozhkin 2002) and as a fairytale (Lipovetskij 2003), and, unlike
Island, it represents its subject through a considerable amount of situational comedy. While
both films have endings that could be described as “happy”, moreover, in as far as they both
reach apparently satisfactory resolutions, in Island this resolution takes the form of the cathartic
self-willed death of the protagonist, whereas in Cuckoo it involves the birth of twins, who
humorously represent their two separate fathers.
At the same time, these two films ascribe different physical and cultural attributes to those
borderlands as well. Island is set on the borderland to the inhabitable, on an island next to the
* Department of Culture and Literature
University of Tromsø, NO-9037 Tromsø, Norway
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Challenging the Border as Barrier: Liminality in Terrence
Malick’s The Thin Red Line
Holger Pötzsch*

Abstract: This paper is about the cultural production and negotiation of borders and boundaries in
and through contemporary Hollywood war and action movies. It works on the assumption that the
way borders are represented in artifacts of popular culture has an impact on political discourse and,
therefore, on border practices. War and action movies are read through the concept of the border, i.e.
the way in which conventions of representing self and other, friend and foe, give rise to epistemological
and topographical barriers limiting the subject positions available within a particular movie discourse
are sketched out. After having assessed these border effects in Aliens, Black Hawk Down, and 300,
the article turns to The Thin Red Line. The concept of liminality is introduced in order to describe
the techniques through which Malick’s movie challenges and disrupts the notion of borders as barriers
interlocking self and other in relations of mutually exclusive hostility. In reconfiguring the border as
a zone of contact and negotiation, liminality enables a subversion of the subject positions implied by
these barriers and enables a reconstitution of both the divided entities, effectively turning dogs-of-war
back into human beings.
“It is the process of bordering, rather than the border outcome per se, which
should be of interest to all border scholars. [...] It is the process through
which borders are constructed and the categories of difference or separation
created.”
David Newman (2007, 35)
“War don’t ennoble men. Turns them into dogs. Poisons the soul.”
Pvt. Witt in The Thin Red Line (2:00:45)

Introduction
The two quotes above delineate the scope of this paper. It asks how war films produce borders
and establish mutually exclusive divisions between friend and foe, self and other, us and them.
By which technical means are such discursive “categories of difference or separation” negotiated
and codified? How are epistemological and topographical barriers brought to emerge in movie
universes? How can their effects be conceptualized? And, last but not least, how can such
bordering processes be challenged or reversed?
It is the argument of this paper that the way borders are represented has an impact on how
borders are enacted. This interrelation between represented and actual borders – between
aesthetics and politics – can be seen as a process of discursive bordering, of negotiating, setting
up, and erasing arbitrary socio-political dividing lines. Firstly, drawing on examples from the
Hollywood war and action genre, I demonstrate how the representational conventions and
cinematic techniques applied in these movies bring forth epistemological and topographical
barriers that render the other – the opponent – invisible and inaccessible. This bordering
process reinforces discourses that present the other as less than human, and renders their killing
unproblematic. Secondly, I show how Malick’s The Thin Red Line (1998) challenges and reverses
such processes through a deployment of liminality – diegetic localities and characters that
disrupt barriers and destabilize identities based on mutually constitutive exclusivity.
* Department of Culture and Literature
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Living Racial B/Order in First Nations Canadian Novels:
Richard Wagamese’s Keeper’ N Me and Lee Maracle’s
Ravensong
Kristina Aurylaitė*

Abstract: The paper discusses two border narratives by First Nations Canadian writers, Richard
Wagamese’s Keeper’n Me (1994) and Lee Maracle’s Ravensong (1993), both constructed upon the
motif of the white-indigenous border within Canada’s (post)colonial space. While Wagamese’s novel
is a familiar homecoming narrative, which highlights indigenous people’s success in domesticating and
appropriating imposed colonial spatial constructs, such as reserves and the restricting racial border,
Maracle’s text works to hyperbolize the racial segmentation of space, resulting from the absence of
cross-cultural interaction. The border here is marked by what Bhabha calls “fixed” differences and
prejudice, which preclude active borderline engagements. The border in the novel is the controlling
element of the spatial arrangement of the reserve and the town as two adjacent but incompatible
segments. Both novels choose to foreground the ways the racial/cultural border is experienced and
imagined. In this essay, I discuss the border in terms of contact with and performance for the
racial Other, during which cultural differences are negotiated and a racial border constructed,
reconstructed, or unsettled.
“There is no spatiality that is not organized by the determination of
frontiers.” (Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, 123)
W. H. New opens his study Borderlands: How We Talk about Canada (1998) with a suggestive
statement that Canada is “unthinkable” without its various borders: first and foremost, the
Southern border with the USA, but also the Northern border with Russia, the Atlantic border
with Europe, and the Pacific border with Asia, all of which are invested with social and political
interests and expectations, indicative also of cultural assumptions (New 1998, 6). The focus of
this essay is Canada’s internal borders, more specifically, tense racial/cultural demarcation lines,
topographical, experiential, and imagined, between the country’s indigenous minorities and the
white population. Originating in early colonial encounters, these borders continue to persist and
control the uneasy relationship between the two racial and cultural Others.
Colonial contacts bring together people and cultures of utter difference. Contacts, Michel de
Certeau reminds us (1984, 127), paradoxically create frontiers. Difference, thus, builds barriers
both as a means of protecting one’s self and subjectivity from the unfamiliar Otherness and as
a means of securing order and avoiding undesired influence. In this essay, I discuss two border
narratives, Ojibway Richard Wagamese’s (b. 1956) novel Keeper’n Me (1994) and Salish/Métis
Lee Maracle’s (b. 1950) novel Ravensong (1993), and the different border crossing practices their
protagonists engage in. Both novels set indigenous and white spaces into a stark and highly
prejudiced contrast as well as deploy the motif of the border as an element structuring the
narrative space and as a means of foregrounding and exploring the constructedness of cultural
and racial differences between white and indigenous communities.
The Keeper’n Me is a homecoming narrative which foregrounds the transformative aspect of
space by focusing on a singular act of border crossing of a displaced and disoriented indigenous
city dweller, who eventually traces his roots in his native reserve. The reserve space functions
as a shelter and home, which nonetheless demands that the protagonist doff the alien cultural
* Department of Foreign Languages,
Bergen University / Department of English Philology,
Vytautas Magnus University, V. Landsbergio-Žemkalnio 8-33,
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Local Discursive Strategies for the Cultural
Construction of the Border: The Case of the
Portuguese–Spanish Border
Maria de Fátima Amante*

The border will be addressed as a discursive object as the purpose of this paper is to explore discursive
strategies involved in the cultural construction of the border and of local identity. The paper will focus
on a section of the Portuguese-Spanish border between Portuguese Beira Interior Norte and Spanish
Castilla Y Léon. Taking as a case the rhetoric of borders’ population, I intend to show that political
borders are mainly mental, symbolic and cultural constructions. I will also argue that in the process
of construction and reproduction of the border, social and economic practices that have long ceased to
characterise the area and its population are, in this matter, stronger elements than those of the present.
Discursive local strategies constructing the border and local identity reproduce a certain asymmetry
depending on the producer and the context of production. I will address the issue by focusing on two
different kinds of discursive strategies. On the one hand, I will be referring to those strategies that,
because they work on an individual level, are not planned as real strategies, i.e., they are not designed
with a specific goal, operating instead mainly on an unconscious level. On the other hand, I will deal
with some discursive strategies that are specifically planned and intended to produce an effect that
relates to the construction and reaffirmation of local identity. In approaching this issue I will consider
museological discursive practices from smuggling museums in Melgaço (North of Portugal) and
Santana de Cambas (South of Portugal) and smuggling routes in Montalegre County in the North of
Portugal.

Introduction
Concerning internal European borders which entered, recently, a new chapter in its history as
‘open borders’ I will address the Portuguese-Spanish border as a cultural construction and a
discursive object.
The historical border that divides national spaces in the Iberian Peninsula has been, on both
sides of the frontier, one of the most important points of reference when we address identity
issues. As Guichard points out (1997), Portugal has built its national identity looking at Spain,
avoiding it, being the border the ultimate reference of differentiation1.
The Portuguese-Spanish border was for several centuries2 an area of dispute between Portuguese
and Castellan claims, which transformed it into a sparsely populated territory, distant, an
indefinite and dangerous land where fights and looting were frequent (Medina Garcia 2006;
Cavaco 1997). During most of the twentieth century both the Portuguese and the Spanish states
defended a modern conception of the border, seeing it primarily as an element of separation. It
was the archetype of institutionally strained relations and its stability “a totem of Portuguese
nationalism” (Sidaway 2008, 166).
Difficult relations between the Iberian governments were so evident that literature has pointed
it out repeatedly, reinforcing the idea that Portugal and Spain, despite their geographical
proximity, and to some extent cultural proximity, have lived “with their backs turned
* Assistant Professor, Political and Social Sciences Institute (ISCSP), Technical University of Lisbon and
Researcher at the Research Centre of the Population, Economy and Society (CEPESE) Oporto University,
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